Abstract. The deep learning or deep neural network (DNN) currently provide the best solution to many problems in classification. However, DNN requires much more time and many calculations than existing other classification algorithms. In addition, if new features and classes are added into existing model, it should re-learn all of data set in order to apply the new features and classes into learned model. And it consumes a lot of computing powers and time due to the characteristics of DNN. To resolve this problem, in this paper, we proposed partial-learning algorithm. The proposed algorithm allows to learn new features and classes without whole re-learning of dataset. For this, the proposed algorithm creates latent matrices for new weight parameters through extension of weight matrices in the existing model. Finally, we shown possibility of the proposed algorithm via experiment.
Introduction
Deep learning can abstract data and then discover representative patterns using DNN model. Due to this characteristic of deep learning, it has higher accuracy regarding classification of image based on Supervised Learning [1, 2] . However, in order to classify as above mentions, DNN requires huge of data and also much more time to learn the data.
In typical DNN, in order to show higher accuracy for classification, it should have huge of data for training and increase size of neural network. In other words, in order to increase network size, the weight parameters are exponentially increased as well as learning time. For this, DNN requires much more learning time. Accordingly, if new features or classes are added into the learning model, DNN should re-learn whole data for training. This characteristic makes requesting of much more time for re-learning. In other words, DNN spends on time for training to new weight parameters whenever new features or classes are added into the existing learned model.
To resolve this problem, in this paper, we proposed partial-learning algorithm which allow to re-learn new features or classes without whole learning for training. For this proposed algorithm uses a strategy to appropriate initial value for the newly added weight matrices and converges to the optimal solution in a short time. Therefore, we create latent matrices for new weight parameters through extension of weight matrices in the existing model.
Initialization Method
In the figure 1 shows concept of partial-learning, the upper left shows the feedforward neural network. In the inside of neural network, data flow to feed-forward and the bottommost neural network have a hidden layer between input layer and output layer. The input layer insert inputted training data to the network. The hidden layer abstracts inputted training data and discover representative patterns. Finally, output layer shows calculated results. All of layers fully connected with each other in each layer. For the learning, DNN updates weight of edge, named parameter. And bottom right shows when we have new features and new classes.
Fig. 1. Concept of Partial-learning
If we simplify problem to obtain added new edges, the problem is to extend new matrix of m x (n +1) as in figure 1 when the existing matrix X of adjacent layer is m x n. However, at that time we have restrictions for example if a learned neural network model was well classified training data, the learned weight matrices already have information regarding training data. Accordingly, the new matrices should have same characteristics as existing matrix X as a latent matrix. To do this end, we use singular value decomposition (SVD) [3] which used to extract singular values and also estimate similar based on cost function.
In order to obtain , we divided existing matrix into 3 matrices including left singular matrix, singular value matrix, and right singular matrix (U, S, V) through formula (1).
(1)
Where U is left singular matrix, S is singular matrix, and V is right singular matrix. After that we induced formula (2) using characteristics which multiply left and right singular matrix of SVD by transposed matrix in order to obtain identity matrix.
(2) Accordingly, formula (2) is became standard in order to create matrix in which we modified existing SVD to obtain singular value.
The created matrix S is a diagonal matrix and it has unique value regarding right and left singular matrix. From this, we can estimate matrix with added new weight matrices and then obtain matrix via matrix . Accordingly, the cost function which shows difference between exiting matrix X and crated new X ̂ obtained by formula (3). 
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Experiments and Results
For the experiments, we compare with whole-learning and partial-learning. Data set which used for learning use MNIST data set of UCI. The MNIST data set [4] include 16 features for recognition of character. The procedure of experiments is as below a. We extract features regarding A and E from the MNIST data set b. The DNN learn only 15 features regarding A and E. c. We add 1 feature into the DNN and then compare with whole-learning and partial-learning.
Parameters of neural network for creating model are same as below a. Neural networks have 15 input units, 8 hidden units, and 2 output units. b. For learning, the neural network use backpropagation and Epoch is set as 300 times. Table 1 shows the average time and accuracy of the 100 times model generated for whole-learning and partial-learning. As shown table 1, the proposed partial-learning has lower accuracy value than existing whole-learning. This is because the proposed partial-learning has updating weight whenever it learns added new features. However, the proposed partial-learning only added new features without learning whole training data. Accordingly, it has lower learning time than whole-learning.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed partial-learning algorithm in order to improve learning time. To do this, we proposed method in order to obtain latent matrices containing a weight matrix using SVD to initialize the newly edges. Through this, we can show potential possibility of proposed partial-learning. It can reduce learning time when new features or classes are added into the model. However, the proposed algorithm also requires much more time in order to get latent matrices.
